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Clinic Night and Ring Ceremony
What a Winter! It seems like the Winter that will never end….. and to that end,
we must look to warmer and brighter days coming. On April 10th we will hold
our annual Clinic Night / 14th Degree Ring Ceremony. This evening we will also
pay tribute to our departed Brother Charlie Bell, 33 ° IGH, who passed away late
February. Charlie played a significant role in both the Scottish Rite Foundation /
Clinic and the Duluth Valley. We would like to invite anyone who may wish to
say a few words on Charlie’s behalf to contact the office (218) 722-2420, so we
accommodate those wishing to speak.
In conjunction with our Clinic Night, we are planning to perform the 14th
Degree Ring Ceremony for our newest Perfect Elus. The Ring of the Perfect Elu
is awarded to every Scottish Rite Mason who attains the 14th Degree. It is a
symbol, badge, and reminder to every Scottish Rite Brother.
Remember to make your reservations for dinner and
I look forward to seeing you there!
Brian McVean, 32° K.·.C.·.C.·.H.·.
Venerable Master of the Lodge of Perfection
҉

҉

҉

Spring is the mischief in me…
As we pass by the foolish first day of April, many Brothers’ will recognize the
line from Robert Frost’s poem Mending Wall. While the phrase "Good fences make
good neighbours,”may seem reasonable advice as we go about our spring cleaning,
yet we as Fraternity are obligated to break down the barriers of intolerance, erect
temples to virtue, and dig dungeons for vices. With longer days ahead, please
consider extending further light to those Brothers unable to meet us on the level
every Thursday. We will be portraying all obligatory degrees in a weekend class
format (see schedule on page 4) on April 11th & 12th.
The following week, April 17th, we will remember with heavy hearts the thirty
one Brothers we lost since our last role of remembrance. Please consider
breaking bread with us at Mystic Feast and laying a rose for one or more of our
fallen Brothers (see necrology on page 5) as we extinguish the lights another year.
Shortly after the end of Passover and Easter, we will be relighting the lights on
April 24th. Consider coming from work at 5 PM as our Chapter’s will have
traditional hors d'oeuvres with a free will donation towards our Almoner's fund.
Guests are encouraged as our relighting is a brief open ceremony that begins at 6
PM, leaving you and your company time to enjoy the rest of the spring evening
Wishing your Brotherly love and peace of the Master,
David J. Vosen, 32° K.·.C.·.C.·.H.·.
Wise Master, Eques ab Intellectus, R.·.C.·.
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UP COMING EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
April 3

Grand Lodge No Meeting

April 10 Ring Ceremony/Clinic Night
**Guest Night
Dinner: Salmon & Beef with Mashed Potatoes, and Cherry Pie
Caterer: Blackwood’s
April 11 Scottish Rite Weekend Class
Registration & Introductions 4:30 - 5:45 PM
6 PM 4°; 8 PM 14°
April 12 Scottish Rite Weekend Class
Check in 7 AM ; 9 AM 18°; Noon Lunch
1 PM 30°; 3 PM 32°
April 17 Extinguish of the Lights & Role of Remembrance
Dinner: Spaghetti, meatballs, salad, bread and desert
Caterer: Valentini's
April 24 Relighting of the Lights
**Guest Night
Appetizers and a free will donation towards the Almoners Fund
May 17

Celebrating the Craft (CTC)
**Guest Night
Live video stream on Saturday from 5pm – 11pm

All Meals Will Be Catered and Subject to change - Reservations Are Required
By Calling (218)722-2420 or Emailing at dulscottrite@callta.com

APRIL’S MASONIC DATES
April 4th

1778, Voltaire was initiated in "Les Neuf Soeurs" Lodge in Paris.
His conductors were Benjamin Franklin and Count Gebelin

April 5th

1886, Rudyard Kipling received his 1st degree.

April 8th

1790, the Grand Lodge of New Hampshire was constituted.

April 19th

1787, the Grand Lodge of Maryland was formed.

April 20th

1884, Pope Leo XIII issued a famous Papal Bull against
Freemasonry, titled Humanum Genus.

April 22nd 1785, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart received his 3rd degree.
April 24th

1901, President Theodore Roosevelt received his 3rd degree.

April 28th

1738, Pope Clement XII issued the first Papal Bull, in eminenti
apostolatus specula, attacking Freemasonry.
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NECROLOGY ~ ROLE OF REMEMBRANCE
03/01/2014
02/26/2014
02/25/2014
02/14/2014
01/21/2014
01/13/2014
01/11/2014
11/26/2013
11/26/2013
11/04/2013
10/07/2013
09/29/2013
09/15/2013
09/14/2013
07/11/2013
06/08/2013
06/04/2013
05/07/2013
05/02/2013
05/01/2013
04/19/2013
04/17/2013
04/16/2013
04/07/2013
03/15/2013

David D Denzler
Curtis D Rice
Charles M Bell
Robert O Rosenberg
Richard E Latvala
Clyde D Atwood
Michael C Gray
Erwin Bernstein
Donald W Johnson
Gary A Fox
Roy R Johnson
Thomas J Allen
Dave M Sandberg
Elmer J Malinen
William M Anderson
Frank E Romanoski
Arthur L Wright
Ralph W Voorhees Jr
John W Sjogren
Lawrence A Fulton
William R Schnuckle
Lawrence R Christianson
Milton L Mayer
Loren W Larson
Henry D Wiiliainen

Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,
Old Time is still a-flying;
And this same flower that smiles today
Tomorrow will be dying
The glorious lamp of heaven, the sun,
The higher he's a-getting,
The sooner will his race be run,
And nearer he's to setting.
That age is best which is the first,
When youth and blood are warmer;
But being spent, the worse, and worst
Times still succeed the former.
Then be not coy, but use your time,
And while ye may, go marry;
For having lost but once your prime,
You may forever tarry.

To the Virgins,
to Make Much of Time
by Robert Herrick

FROM THE SECRETARY
If anyone has information about a Brother who is ill or passed, or has family that has
passed; PLEASE call/email the office. Even if you believe the office already has the
information, let us know anyway. We make every effort to acknowledge our Brethren in
all circumstances; however, we need to be informed. Thank you to all whom you have
helped inform us thus far!

Look To This Day

Look to this day:
For it is life, the very life of life.
In its brief course
Lie all the verities and
realities of your existence.
The bliss of growth,
The glory of action,
The splendour of achievement
Are but experiences of time.

For yesterday is but a dream
And tomorrow is only a vision;
And today well-lived, makes
Yesterday a dream of happiness
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Look well therefore to this day;
Such is the salutation
to the ever-new dawn!
~
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MASONIC SOCIAL SERVICE: AN INVESTMENT IN BABIES
By Brother T. W. Hugo, 33°
A YELLOW pup ! But wait a minute; I am a believer in fairies,
and I like to begin a story with "Once upon a time." Although, to
tell the truth, I am scared to death to get down to my vernacular
and such common subjects as I shall have to touch upon in my
story when I think of what the writers on "isms and aints," the
fourth dimension, the occult, and so forth, will think, and the
strain the muscles of their noses will have to stand to pull them
down to the normal level again. But "orders is orders," and Ye
Editor gets what he asked for, and I'll bet the whole bunch will back me up. If I use the
personal pronoun it is not egotistically, but to avoid the feeling of immodesty if I did
not, because the personal element comes into the beginning of the story.
So now, "once upon a time" I was the presiding officer of the four bodies of the Scottish
Rite of the Valley of Duluth, and had been in that position for twenty-two years. I had
seen the Rite built up from the nine Charter members to about nine hundred; I realized
that our strength did not increase in proportion to our increase in membership; that our
sympathy for one another did not extend any farther than when we had less than half
that number; that if we tried to be brotherly to more than about so many we were
always handicapped by wondering if "that really was his name, and who is he
anyhow"; that our attendance did not increase in proportion, nor was our ceremonial
work done any better; that we seemed to be about at a standstill in most everything but
increase in membership. We had some money, were never parsimonious, met in a
Temple that was entirely paid for before we held a meeting in it; but there was
something lacking, and I wondered if it might be myself--so began to fuss. Having held
the office so long, I had become the Masonic father confessor, general consulting
Mason, Masonic probate Judge, and Masonic Probation Policeman of our town. Now
we have the background scene set, and in comes a poor mother late one afternoon about
six years ago with a sick child; she had been to see some doctors, all of whom told her
she must place the baby in a hospital right away; but having no money or friends they
might as well have told her she ought to feed the baby on champagne, but some person
sent her to me. The baby was fixed up for overnight and everybody made as
comfortable as possible--except me. I was mad all through, my red hair stood straight
up on end, my nerves stuck out through my skin, and even my funny bone couldn't see
a joke in it.
I played Booth in Macbeth, fumed and stamped, but the tragedy kept the stage until I
made up my mind that if I wanted to get any sleep I would have to find an antidote,
when the thought struck me that if anything would make a fellow forget his other
troubles it would be a smoke of one of our Brother Buck's cigars, and I made him a
pleasant call, lit one of the stogas, became sick, and was about ready to go home entirely
straightened up when--Bang, Yelp, Whoop! and a youngster rushed in with a dirty,
mongrel, yellow pup in his arms. The pup had been run over by a motorcycle and the
feelings both of the boy and the pup had been hurt, in addition to the hind leg of the
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pup; my friend of the medicinal cigar said, "Well, take that howling brute down to the
dog hospital," and the incident closed and the pup disappears from scene. I soon took
my departure, arrived home, went to bed, and everything seemed settled --until in my
sleep the pup began to eat the baby, and before I could reach for a stick I fell out of the
bed and barked my shins. After that I couldn't go to sleep again for some time, but
dropped off when I had made a combination of nine hundred men, a baby hospital, a
work of interest for these men to be engaged in, and the bigger idea of trying to give the
most helpless portion of animate nature a better chance for their white alley--together
with the development of the helpful spirit latent in Masonry.
By the next meeting I had mapped out a fine speech to be delivered to the assembled
Brethren, I gathered up the usual Masonic platitudes, dwelling on "spreading the
cement of brotherly love" over everything, was obliged to deal in generalities because I
did not know exactly what was wanted or what would best suit, as I foolishly consulted
with several Doctors and each one told me a different specific to use. But I was game,
and after the regular business I got up and stated that I had asked them to be present on
this occasion for the purpose of;--and then I was off, but soon forgot what I had mapped
out to paralyze them with, fell from grace into the yellow pup story, and made the
statement in a very apologetic manner that we ought to undertake such work, and--then
one brother broke up the meeting by growling, "Well, why don't you?" That ended it.
There were no resolutions, no whereases, not a motion that a committee "be appointed
,to look into the matter"; it was taken for granted, and since that time the funds have
been forthcoming without comment. We have given up the idea of the hospital for the
present, that is not the first essential, but it will come in time.
Although we have settled it, I believe, that in the future a sick baby shall have as good a
show to treatment as a yellow pup, because we have quarters in St. Luke's Hospital, the
ultimate will be a regular Baby Hospital; because babies are no more welcome in the
ordinary Hospital than they are in some well regulated families. But we soon learned by
experience that there were several features of the Infant Welfare work which would
bring quicker and more valuable results than the Hospital. Visiting Nursing, for
instance, is the first and most important portion; it is immediate in its effects, is
educational, a very important feature, because you have to gradually bring those who
may profit by the service up to the point where they will be willing first, and then
anxious for it. Our experience leads us to believe that the visiting nurse, a proper one,
not over educated in the theory, but bubbling over with the natural, womanly,
sympathetic enthusiasm and good nature of the strong, healthy, female crusader who
would be a militant Suffragette riding on a horse all straddled out if her tendencies had
not run into more elevating and useful channels, is indispensible. It is really wonderful
what those women can do; I can have myself placed in the Anannias class at any time
by telling the truth and sticking to the facts concerning what I know about this matter,
so I have to go light in deference to my standing as a Deacon.
After we had tried out many things, and failed in some, we found that the next step was
to provide means for obtaining medical advice, although it is remarkable how little,
comparatively, the doctor is needed, but he is needed at times; and the next was
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to provide Milk Stations where guaranteed clean milk could be obtained at reasonable
prices. These were the next steps, but of course, all based on the work of the visiting
nurse. In our case the milk proposition was comparatively easy, as there are only three
months during which the hot weather demands any special consideration, but this is a
latitudinal detail which each locality must determine for itself. In our case we paid ten
cents a quart for the inspected milk and sold it for seven cents, the same price as the
ordinary milk dealer's product sold for. About one-fourth we had to give free, but
wherever possible we received some consideration, in order to prevent the
development of the idea of charity and its cold, paralyzing effect on the moral
consciousness. Our Clinics are attended by a practising physician and a Nurse; one is
held each day, except Sundays; and during the middle of the season we have two
physicians employed and three Nurses.
In the working out of our plans we found that a large amount of our work was undone
by the lack of appreciation of the importance of the job confided to them on the part of
the young children to whose care some infants were entrusted. Then we called them
Little Mothers, and educated them in classes in such matters as they could bring into
use in their work of caring for their little brothers and sisters. We gave them real grown
up receptions, cake and ice cream with three colors in it, and practical instruction, and
took them out for auto rides, as well as the real Mothers, but at different times; for the
Little Mothers make the trip a picnic which would surely waken the baby, if within a
block. We have no trouble in securing the autos, and each is driven by its owner, no
chauffers permitted in the procession. It is the Society event in Dead Cat Alley and
Shinbone Lane when the shining machine makes its way to the residence of Mrs.
O'Levitsky, and takes the Duchess and her family out for an airing. But I could use this
garrulous typewriter-- it used to belong to a woman--for hours, and still be on the safe
side, but I shall have to complete this story by enclosing some clippings concerning the
same subject and summarize the results.
Summing up, our experience has been very satisfactory; we have reduced the
indigestion and insomnia amongst our Brethren, because we have cut out the
mankilling late suppers and spent the money on the babies; we have given our
members the idea and the certain knowledge that they are doing something, that they
are helping somebody; we have placed Masonry much closer to the great majority than
it ever was or would have been in any length of time under the old speculative regime;
it means something to them now besides a selfish, cloistercell institution, which
although possessed of great potential strength was too much hampered by old
traditions, old customs, Grand Master's decisions, Obsolete Landmarks, and the
endeavor to live under ancient, instead of modern, conditions, and permitted progress
and real civilization to drag it along, instead of being one of the highest powered
motors in the van.
Properly organized, such a work is not an undertaking which should dismay any group
of Masons under ordinary conditions. The overhead expenses are nothing; the only
expenses being for Nurses and physicians, and such other charges as hospital bills, and
attention to the sick. One brother is Director, and the Autocrat of all the Russias is not in
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it with his reign; there is no female on the list, except the nurses, and every dollar is one
hundred cents. Few know who the Director is and no person is strutting around
borrowing glory and doing nothing. The Scottish Rite Bodies furnish the entire funds
and are glad to do so.
Our Masonic Institution, not alone the Scottish Rite, stands in our City of over 95,000
people as one of its municipal assets and institutions; the letter of the Director of Public
Safety in the Christmas Calendar will indicate his opinion. The City Health Department
still looks after the pre-natal work, a different subject, but we attend to everything in the
shape of infants. If I have not covered your requirements ask me questions and I will try
and make everything plain, or come up with your skiis and see for yourself.
҉

҉

҉

҉
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From the report of the work, as submitted to "The American Association for the Study and
Prevention of Infant Mortality," the headquarters are at Baltimore, Md., we learn the following
details of the work at Duluth. The work was organized in 1911 and is carried on throughout the
year. The number of babies cared for during the year 1913, was 200; for the year 1914, 300, for the
year 1915, 600; the large increase for 1915 being due to the fact that the City of Duluth's interest
in this department was assumed by the Scottish Rite Masons. The nationalities represented in the
babies cared for are Swedish Norwegian, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Austrian, English,
Irish, and three colored--which throws that the work is neutral. The infant death rate in Duluth
for the year 1910 was 223; for 1914, 187. Free clinics were held in three districts of the city during
the months of June, July, August, and September, 1915. Total number of calls made from June
28th to October 15th 1915, 1,334; total number of infants on record, 926.
--The Editor of the Builder Magazine, April 1916 – Volume II – Number 4

KNIGHTS ROSE CROIX SPRING 2014

The deeper that sorrow carves into your being the more joy you can contain.
Is not the cup that holds your wine the very cup
that was burned in the potter's oven?
~ Kahlil Gibran
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